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Micron, the market and the weight of accumulating facts. 
  

Once again our story today is about Micron Technology—one of the most emphatic long-term “bets” 
within Outlook Capital Management.  Pardon the return to Micron; but its progress as an operating 
business, and its behavior as a common stock, can both be called “downright dramatic” these days . . . 
and very instructive for us investors.  Here’s the stock, this past 6 weeks: 
  

 
  

At Outlook we say—very often—that there is no way to succeed in the investment world, except by 
strapping ourselves in and enduring the market’s roller-coaster ride.  But some rides are rougher than 
others—and Micron’s roller coaster would belong in the “Write your will before buying a ticket!” category 
at Great America.  The past 4 weeks are a perfect example.  Only a month ago (first peak, above) a 
prestigious Wall Street analyst issued a “Sell!” recommendation on Micron.  It was at $60, and he thought 
it could easily plunge to $30 or so, fairly soon, because his deep research told him that global memory 
chip prices would soon begin falling.  Global chip prices didn’t move much . . . but Micron’s stock did 
enough plunging for both, falling 25% in a couple of weeks.  Part way through that cliff-dive, Micron’s 
stock grabbed a branch and tried to halt the plunge . . . only to see the branch snap right off 
upon the “news” that another prestigious analyst had done more deep research, which told him 
that the world’s mob of bitcoin miners was getting bored (and, possibly, running out of money to lose) 
and had stopped buying super-computers stuffed with Micron’s memory products.  
  
Micron is so instructive because the story, so far, is a perfect example of how speculators “think.”  Any 
news item which sounds half-plausible, on the surface, is more than enough to feed the next wave of 
short-selling . . . when the whole crowd’s general opinion is that their target company is weak, and 
imminently vulnerable to such bad news.  Because that vast crowd does not—as a crowd—look carefully 



and deeply into the facts, judging the whole picture of an operating company rather than a bit of it, such 
“general opinions” can last a long time.  The general opinions stubbornly resist changing, regardless 
of the flow of contrary facts . . . until one day, week or month when the weight of the contrary facts finally 
gets too great to ignore.  
  
We should not be the least bit surprised by this.  Consider how stubborn are popular perceptions about 
famous individuals, in history or current culture; how once entrenched, almost nothing ever changes 
them—except in the minds of those who choose to dig into the facts for themselves rather than 
accepting the crowd’s consensus.  A company like Micron has a big advantage over individual people, with 
this problem, because in the end there’s money to be made by getting the facts right—and money does 
concentrate our minds pretty well.  
  
So down plunged Micron to its dismal 6-week bottom at $45 . . . but then began to climb.  First a couple 
of short steps; then sharp, long ones; then, yesterday, 7% in one day.  That caught the attention 
of the speculating mob, the media, and everyone else interested in money—possibly quite a few people. 
  
The facts which caught their attention came out of an “Analyst Day” for Micron:  where a company’s 
leaders tell Wall Street’s finest how their business is doing and where they think it will go, in the years 
ahead.  Micron’s audience should not have been surprised by anything they heard—with one 
exception.  The company’s sales and profit performance has been spectacular, and the company thinks 
it’ll stay that way in the near future (which is as far as they allow themselves to forecast such things as 
hard, cold profits.)  The company also thinks the global memory industry has changed dramatically:  with 
genuinely explosive long-term demand for memory driven by the Internet-of-Things, artificial intelligence, 
smart cars and cloud computing.  For most of Micron’s 40-year history, memory production had 
been the slave of global PC demand, then global smart phone demand—and memory prices the slave of 
sudden shifts in such demand, plus senseless over-production by companies on the road to eventual 
bankruptcy.  At Analyst Day, Micron said, roughly, “Wake up.  The multi-year boom in smart cars, cloud 
computing, etc., is absolutely real.  It won’t go away, and its need for tremendous increases in the supply 
and sophistication of memory are intense, and will get more so.” 
  
Micron also said, roughly, “We are not anything like the Micron of years ago.  Now we have tremendous 
financial strength; now our production costs and technology are near, or better than our few surviving 
competitors, and they’ll continue their dramatic improvement; and we’ll never be hurt as badly as 
in the past, by falling global memory prices—whose own roller-coaster ride looks, to us, like it will be a 
good deal more quiet in the future.” 
  
Then Micron put its money where its mouth was, so to speak.  It announced a $10 billion stock buyback 
plan, beginning next year.  10 billion dollars is 15% of the total value of Micron—which was more than 
large enough to rivet the speculating crowd, and make it wonder about its stubborn perception that at 
Micron, “nothing has really changed.” 
  
People hang on to stubborn perceptions until a great many accumulating, contrary facts overwhelm them, 
making the perceptions begin to look silly.  At Outlook we suspect that’s what is finally happening this 
year.  Micron has been working with great determination and effectiveness to strengthen itself, and to 
lead its industry toward a future of genuinely “explosive” growth in the world’s need for 
memory.  The explosive growth will not come in a smooth path.  Growth always ebbs and flows, 
even the explosive kind, which means our Micron roller coaster ride is not likely to calm down.  But this is 



an exceptional company which has indeed changed itself for the better; and it’s a stock value which 
is still highly doubtful.  That means exactly one thing:  we’ll keep buying, and hanging on. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss.  
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